
Weddings Guide



Weddings:  
Flowers are our business, but weddings are our raison d’être. Planning for your special day with 

Brett Matthew John leaves nothing to chance.  

From your very first consultation to the big day, we work to ensure that your floral arrangements 
are as magical and individual as your partnership. 

Bringing extensive experience in both large scale weddings and smaller intimate affairs, our 
approach is conceptual and strategic; establishing unique briefs for bridal, reception and 

ceremony to ensure that your wedding aesthetic is cohesive and harmonious. 

With seasonal flowers and botanicals arriving in store daily, our wedding options range from 
traditional bouquets and buttonholes, to large elaborate installations, ice-breaking table pieces 

and elegant party favours.





About: 
At Flowers by Brett Matthew John we produce arrangements that compliment and complete celebrations, 

spaces and lives. 

With diverse backgrounds and a shared love for aesthetics, we specialise in creating artful and 
contemporary arrangements to suit the individual. 

From a classic single stem, to lushly wrought bouquets and striking visual merchandising solutions, our 
talented team love creating floral arrangements that inspire and transport. 

Our mission is to create floral arrangements with love and integrity for celebrations, homes and businesses. 

Working with the highest quality products available, we are motivated by customer satisfaction and 
aesthetic excellence. 

We maintain a friendly and creative environment, and work to foster a company culture that is fair and 
generous to our suppliers, employees and clients.



Approximate Pricing Guide:  
Bridal Bouquets: from $250.00 

Bridesmaids Bouquets: from $150.00 
Buttonholes:  from $15.00 

Flower Crowns:  from $100.00 
Foliage Crowns:  from $50.00 
Cake Flowers:  from $50.00 

Table Arrangements:  from $100.00 
Bar Arrangements:  from $150.00 

Installations:  from $500.00 
Powder Room Arrangements:  from $50.00



Most recent testimonials:  
‘Your work is so personal, it feels like having a great friend make something for me’  - Linh  

 
‘Every element was truly beautiful and you certainly made my vision come to life. I loved our bouquets 

and the hanging installation - it was all incredible! The ceremony with the candles was truly 
breathtaking also! Thank you so much!’ - Bianca 

 
‘Thank you SO much again for the beautiful flowers at our surprise wedding this past weekend!!! We 

can't even express how much we adored the crowns, bouquets and arrangements. They were far 
beyond what we could have imagined and honestly were such a big part of making the day what it 

was... the best of our lives! Everyone has commented on how beautiful they were. You went above and 
beyond for us, coming early to set up and then making sure the bouquets were dry for the big 

moment and everything was perfect. You made our vision into a reality that we couldn't even see 
ourselves! We couldn't be more grateful, thank you so much.’ - Steph



Preferred Vendors 
LENZO - Styling  

Ruffles & Bells - Styling  
Dancing & Dessert -  Styling 

Holly Buttler - Fashion  
Coco & Lola - Fashion  

One Day Bridal - Fashion  
Capelli Lunghi Hair Salon - Hair  

Gabby Webb - MUA  
Tiffany Love - MAU  

Mazzi Collection - Stationary  
Studio Silva - Stationary  
Pickawall - Wall Decor  

Sketch & Etch Creative - Wedding Signage  
Kas Richards - Photography  

Meaghan Coles Photography - Photography  
Aviana Arden Photography - Photography  

Dann Event Hire - Hire  
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